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Products / Chairs / Love Mini Chair

Love mini chair
by Eugeni Quitllet

This chair collection, designed by Eugeni Quitllet for Vondom, is inspired by the
concept of love, a feeling that involves body and soul, invisible to the human eye, but
a wondeful embellisher of everything that surround us.

https://www.vondom.com/designers/eugeni-quitllet/
https://www.vondom.com/who-we-are/
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Info

Description

Made from polypropylene and reinforced with fiberglass manufactured by
gas injection. Stackable . Available in various colors. Suitable for indoor and
outdoor use.

Weight: 2.44 Kg
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Finishes

finishes

BASIC PP
Ref. 65043

almond melon navy white black

red ecru

Available in various colors

LACQUERED COLOR INJECTION PP
Ref. 65043F

red 3114 anthracite 3106 black 3102 white 3101

-
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Ambients
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Products / Chairs / Love Chair

Love chair
by Eugeni Quitllet

This chair collection, designed by Eugeni Quitllet for Vondom, is inspired by the
concept of love, a feeling that involves body and soul, invisible to the human eye, but
a wondeful embellisher of everything that surround us.

https://www.vondom.com/designers/eugeni-quitllet/
https://www.vondom.com/who-we-are/
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Info

Description

Made from polypropylene and reinforced with fiberglass manufactured by
gas injection. Stackable . Available in various colors. Suitable for indoor and
outdoor use.

In addition, the “Vondom Revolution” finish means it is made from 100%
recycled plastic from the Mediterranean sea.

Weight: 4.47 Kg
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Finishes

finishes

BASIC PP
Ref. 65042

almond melon navy white black

red ecru

Available in various colors

LACQUERED COLOR INJECTION PP
Ref. 65042F

red 3114 anthracite 3106 black 3102 white 3101

-

VONDOM REVOLUTION
Ref. 65042VR
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milos cala manta

Recycled polypropylene from fishing nets, recycled plastic from the Balearic
Islands and bottles collected from our seas.
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Ambients
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